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Abstract 
Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) is widely performed in oil fields after primary and secondary productions. Enzyme enhanced oil recovery (EEOR) 

has seen rapid growth in both lab research and field applications in recent years due to its promising effectiveness and minimum footprint to the 
environment in comparing to other EOR methods. To promote the progress of this emerging technology, this preliminary review is conducted 
with the intention of revealing and sharing experience from many unpublished case studies, and integrating them with results in conference and 
peer reviewed papers, with special attention to the application of green enzyme, a DNA-modified protein. The collected literature and technical 
reports included cases from Asia, Middle East, South America and USA. Mechanisms to the success of some cases are discussed. Factors limiting the 
applications in some cases are shared. Directions of future efforts are proposed. 
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Introduction
Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) is oil production by the injection 

of materials not normally present in petroleum reservoirs [1]. This 
definition covers all modes of oil recovery processes (drive, push-
pull, and well treatments) and many oil recovery agents. An oil 
reservoir’s life can be divided into three phases: primary, secondary 
and tertiary. In primary phase, oil is produced by consuming 
natural energy: solution gas expansion, water influx drive, gas-cap 
drive, or gravitational drainage. In secondary phase production, oil 
is produced by using such techniques as gas or water injection/
flooding. The main purpose of the injections is to boost or maintain 
reservoir pressure; physical power (pressure) is the main force 
to produce the extra oil. Tertiary phase recovery is any technique 
applied after secondary recovery, mainly including: (1) various 
chemical flooding (miscible/immiscible flue/lean gas, CO2 foam, 
polymer, surfactant-polymer, alkaline, alkaline-polymer, alkaline-
surfactant, alkaline-surfactant-polymer, etc.), (2) thermal recovery, 
and (3) organic/micro-organic and microbial EOR (MEOR) 
processes [2-4]. In chemical flooding processes, chemical changes,  

 
such as reduction of interfacial tension, alternation of wettability, 
reduction of viscosity, breakage of long molecule chains, etc., play 
major roles. In thermal recovery, both physical and chemical factors 
are working jointly. In MEOR processes, some reservoir components 
(crude oil, in-situ or injected nutrients, etc.) are consumed by the 
microbes/organisms, and the products could increase reservoir 
pressures, reduce viscosities, breaking the long molecular chains, 
among other mechanisms [5].

Enzyme enhanced oil recovery (EEOR) refers to any enhanced 
oil recovery technologies that involves using enzyme(s). Comparing 
to the lab studies and field pilot tests of regular EOR methods afore-
mentioned, EEOR is an emerging technology that has limited peer 
reviewed papers  [6-12], yet huge amount of conference papers 
[22,26,30] , and unpublished technical reports and case studies 
[24,31]. Encouraged by the promising field performance, the rich 
data of industrial reports, and the potential of minimum footprints, 
the objective of this paper is to present a preliminary review on 
EEOR, with special attention to the application of green enzyme 
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(GreenZymeTM) [13].

Background
In an oil well’s youth stages, few artificial forces need to be 

applied for efficient extraction to occur. The initial production period 
of a well usually makes use of the reservoir formations’ intrinsic 
pressure to push the oil, gas and water up to the production tubing 
and to the surface. This is commonly referred to as the primary 
stage of recovery. After the reservoir becomes partially depleted 
to the point where natural power alone is not a sufficient driving 
force for production, extra energy, such as mechanical forces, must 
be added to generate the pressure differential between the far 
field of the reservoir and the near wellbore region for further oil 
production, and the secondary oil recovery phase begins [14]. 

The secondary phase of oil recovery uses an artificial driving 
force to increase recovery via methods such as recycled natural gas 
injection, water injection, CO2 injection and electric submersible 
pumps (ESPs) [15]. Characteristics of the well’s production, 
lithological data of the reservoir, and properties of the fluids in the 
formation are used to screen for the most viable EOR methods [16]. 
Estimates of recovery by secondary phase practices are anywhere 
between 15-25% of the formations technically recoverable 
reserves. Globally overall recovery factor combining primary and 
secondary production ranges anywhere between 35- 45% [17].

Some inconsistencies exist with the interpretation of gas (CO2) 
injection as being either part of secondary or tertiary production 
among people in the industry and literature. Usually the secondary 
phase use of CO2 focuses on increasing formation pressure. In 
contrast, with tertiary EOR injection, CO2 is used more for viscosity 
reduction of hydrocarbon fluids as well as to increase the porosity 
and flow potential within the reservoir’s geology [18]. The practices 
often differ in their scope and methods of implementation. 

Tertiary phase or enhanced oil recovery phase starts after 
secondary recovery methods are no longer economically viable. 
Tertiary EOR methods commonly consist of thermal or chemical 
means for viscosity reduction and interfacial tension reduction. 
Some estimates assert that EOR can account for a remaining 5-15% 
of the oil not extracted by the previous phases [19]. Recovery 
factors (RFs) depend on the specific nature of the reservoir and 
the extraction techniques employed. Often the well is in its older 
stages when these methods are employed. Thermal means of EOR 
commonly use injected steam or in-situ oil burning to reduce 
viscosity and increase pressure.  Chemical means commonly 
include the injection of polymers, surfactants, alkaline, and their 
by-products, and paraffin control additives. These methods are 
often costly, hazardous and are subject to environmental concerns. 
Enzyme enhanced oil recovery, on the other hand, is a less common 
but promising practice that is growing in interest in the industry, 
due to its proven effectiveness in some cases and minimum 
footprints to the environment [20-21]. 

EEOR Research and Developments 
Enzymes are naturally produced protein macromolecules 

that serve as mechanistic catalysts for the breakdown of specific 
chemical substrates. Enzymes are produced by living organisms 
as necessary biological machines for nearly all cellular functions. 
The practicality of using enzyme in oil and gas is in its infancy, 
but numerous studies and industrial uses for enzymes have been 
purported to be successful [6, 20-21]. Wettability modification 
is shown to be the most significant mechanism of EEOR, but 
paraffin breakup, paraffin buildup reduction, desulfurization [22], 
acid production, deep formation gel recovery/cleaning, calcium 
carbonate precipitation [23], and CO2 production are proposed 
as other beneficial factors. Enzymes show some positive effect in 
cleanup of oil sludge and the separation of suspended sediments. 
Enzymatic delivery of scale inhibitors is also of future consideration. 
Enzymes have been used for the catalytic degradation of gels and 
polymers from other chemical EOR treatments in many years [22]. 
But comparing to the application of other EOR technologies, EEOR 
hasn’t been of large significance, partly due to the lack of public 
awareness of the lab and field results.

Wettability modification is mediated by the reduction in 
interfacial tension between the oil phase, water phase and the 
reservoir’s rock formation. This is commonly achieved by creating 
a depression in the contact angle of adhesion of oil droplets to the 
solid rock surfaces. EEOR mechanisms also allow the oil to form 
smaller droplets so as to flow through the narrow porous media 
more readily. To some degree, enzymes offer a similar mechanism 
to the common polymer and surfactant chemical treatments. 
Experiments have shown changes in rock surface wettability and 
a reduction in oil adhesion while apparently showing increased 
adhesion by water. But interfacial tension reduction between oil 
and water phases also occurs. This creates an improved channeling 
effect of oil across the now water-wetting rock surfaces. Enzymes 
possess a broad range of chemical moieties that make them likely 
to exhibit adsorptive properties to the surface of calcite and 
other minerals. This is proposed to be one mechanism by which 
wettability is altered, although further investigation is needed.

Specificity of enzymes is considered as another key mechanism 
for the success of EEOR. In other words, the biological function of the 
enzymes is also important in application of EEOR when the desired 
effect is related to a chemical catalysis reaction. In addition to the fact 
that they are normally used as a good interfacial tension modifier, 
there have been detectable difference in the effectiveness of EEOR 
among the different quaternary and tertiary structures of different 
enzymes involved. The difference in calcite precipitation and 
formation adhesion also shows a well quantifiable difference when 
comparing lipases, carbohydrases, proteases and oxidoreductases 
in situ. Each of these categories describe the biological function 
of the enzymes, which is mediated by their general structural 
configuration. Khusainova and his collaborators conducted a 
very comprehensive study on the specifics of enzyme wettability 
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modification and how it pertains to these class of enzymes [9]. This 
is a crucial step in the understanding and further implementation 
of EEOR technology. They characterized the differences in adhesion 
strength between these differing enzyme classes.

Wettability is often measured in terms of the contact angle 
between droplets of a fluid, and its adhesion to surfaces of the 
rock and other chemical phases. Figure 1 is an image taken 

from reference [9] to illustrate this concept. Many factors are 
contributing to the difference in performance. These could include 
the rock (mineral) properties, the categories and chemistry of the 
enzymes, and their corresponding concentrations. As shown in 
Figure 2, preliminary lab study of different combinations of these 
factors result in enhanced adhesion, temporary adhesion, and non-
adhesion [9] (Figures 1&2).

Figure 1: Impact of enzymes on wettability represented by shape of the oil drops (after [9]).
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Figure 2: Impact of enzyme classes on adhesion (after [9]).

Experiments of enzyme fluid injection have been performed 
on various oil fields around the world, with different results. Most 
studies have shown positive effects on oil production, while some 
show marginal change. These include fields of various reservoir 
characteristics such as those in the Anacacho limestone of Texas, 
USA [24], La Salina of Venezuela [31], Mann Field of Myanmar [25], 
as well as various other fields in Siberia and China, to name a few 
[22-23].

Laboratory tests seem to indicate a problem with enzymes 
in some reservoir pores, particularly in carbonaceous limestone 
[13]. Experiments done on enzyme solutions flowing through core 
samples of these reservoirs indicate a possible strong or perhaps 
permanent adherence of the enzyme to the surface of the rock. If 
this is the case, it could be assumed that carbonaceous limestone 
is not a good candidate for EEOR, but research in this area is still 
lacking and serious conclusions about the mechanisms is to be 
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confirmed with more research.

Enzymatic Catalysis Applications
Mechanisms of paraffin reduction via enzymatic catalysis 

are not well understood, but theories exist which show some 
possibility of wax precipitation reduction and cloud point 
modification by enzymes [13]. Implementation of enzymes that 
break down long alkane/cycloalkane chains are of interest in this 
regard. Acinetobacter sp. 6A2 is an enzyme  that degrades C10-C40 

hydrocarbons, although studies on its use in a practical sense 
are lacking [26]. Khusainova’s study contained early testing of 
the catalytic properties of esterase enzymes and their potential 
for changing the chemical composition of oil molecules and their 
functional groups, as well as the possibility of acid generation and 
salinity changes which could affect the contact angles of droplets, 
but also the general stability of the solvation properties in solution 
[9].

The first commercial enzyme treatment in the Middle East 
was conducted in an offshore carbonate well in the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) [27]. Mixed results were observed. Among the 4 
treated wells, Well 1 (W1) showed 25% increase in oil production 
and sustained for 5 months, with 1550 barrels of incremental 
oil recovery. In addition to the increased oil production rate, the 
chemical compositions of the extra produced oil were changed: 
more heavy components, C10-C40 and C12-C19, were produced after 
EEOR operation (Figure 3). Comparing to W1, W2 and W3 showed 
no improvements in oil production, with some negative impact on 
existing gas lift operations in W2. W4 showed a spike of increase 
in liquid and oil rate. The spike did not sustain. A closer look at the 
wells indicated that W1 and W4 were producing from permeable 
reservoirs while W2 and W3 from tight formations. Considering that 
this treatment was conducted without pre-treatment study due to 
short notice for operational/schedule reason, overall performance 
could be considered as positive and promising; and experience and 
lessons, if any, from this field operation provided valuable guidance 
for future enzyme EOR application in this region [27].

Enzymatic breakdown of heavy oils into lighter chain, lower 
specific gravity oil phases is still in its infancy, partially due to 
limited knowledge of hydrocarbon metabolic pathways that occur 
in nature. Biotechnology is making headway in the field of novel 
protein design and modification (Figure 4), which could prove 
to be revolutionary for EEOR as well as the refinement process 
downstream of production (Figure 3). Enzymes have been used 
for the breakdown and cleaning of filter cakes in situations where 
polymer and starch are included in drilling muds. Results have 
been both visually and quantitatively positive. Study shows that 
α-amylase and endoglucanase perform extremely well in both field 
and laboratory environments for the breakdown of starch and 
xanthan gum buildup that characterizes these filter cakes. Filter-
cake cleanup and maintenance potentially ensure a variety of 
smooth drilling and avoid reservoir damage [28-29]. By modifying 
the structure of the active site (dark spot, Figure 4 left), it is possible 
that the efficiency and width of applicability of enzyme degradation 
could be improved greatly (Figure 4). 

Figure 3: Enzyme enhanced W1 production with more heavy components (after [27]).
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Green Enzyme for EOR
As discussed in the previous section, the 3-dimensional 

structure of the enzyme provide possibilities of modifying it to 
enhance its functionality [32]. Green enzyme, i.e., GreenZymeTM, 
is such a modified product. It is a water-based, inert, enzyme 
concentrate made from DNA of oil eating microbes. It facilitates the 
completion of biological reactions affecting polar and viscous forces 
reducing interfacial tension (IFT) while changing the wettability 
of the formation. Since its invention, green enzyme has been used 
to: (1) improve existing oil well production, (2) increase ultimate 
recovery factor, and (3) extend production life of an oil field. It has 
also been used for cleaning contaminated sites.  

GreenZyme™ is a line of specially formulated mixtures for 
commercial treatments of oil wells, among other applications. As 
with all enzyme treatment goals, GreenZyme™ is used primarily 
for the wettability modifications and interfacial tension reduction 
[30]. It has also been shown to be most effective in wells that have 
received other enhance oil recovery methods prior to its injection. 

In 2000, La Salina Oil Field, located around Lake Maracaibo, 

Venezuela, had many blocked, underperforming wells.  Well TJ-
1319 was chosen to receive multiple treatments of GreenZymeTM for 
EOR and to test whether the recovery factor would increase after 
each treatment.  GreenZymeTM had already established success in 
single treatment applications, but prior to Well TJ-1319 pilot, no 
multiple treatment applications of a single well with GreenZymeTM 
had been recorded in South America. After each treatment, initial 
fluid production increased with produced water being extracted 
first, followed by increased oil production (Figure 5). Treatments 
effectively removed near wellbore water blockage for improved 
permeability. Increased recovery was maintained above the baseline 
as long as 12+ months, before starting to decline. GreenZymeTM was 
found to be effective in any type of oil environment (heavy, medium, 
light).   Multiple applications of GreenZymeTM yielded significant 
increases in production following each treatment, with no negative 
effects. Over a 16-year span, Well TJ1319 received 6 applications 
of GreenZymeTM. Each time TJ1319 was treated with GreenZymeTM 

it yielded an increase in oil production rate. The first 5 treatments 
saw a daily average production increase of 335%, and a total of 
608,000 barrels of additional oil recovered in the first 8 years [31].

Multiple mechanisms for GreenZymeTM have been proposed in 
its improving oil production in La Salina Oil Filed, Venezuela [31] and 
other places [25], as illustrated in Figure 6. In oil-wetted reservoir 
(carbonate rock), GreenZymeTM molecules selectively break the 

oil molecules into smaller droplets (breaking the chains), making 
the smaller oil droplets easier to flow. In water-wetted reservoir 
(sandstones), GreenZymeTM molecules displace oil molecules, and 
thus increase the recovery factor (Figure 6). 

Figure 4: Left- Three-dimensional structure of enzyme (light gray) and substrate (dark) complex for α-amylase and five monomer units of a 
starch polysaccharide. Right - Reaction mechanism for degradation of amylose and amylopectin to oligosaccharides by α-amylase after being 
captured in the active site (dark area on left) (after [28]).
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Figure 5:  Boost of oil production by GreenZyme™ in La Salina Oil Field, Venezuela (after [31]).

Figure 6: Illustration of Greenzyme mechanisms (after [25]).

Conclusions
• EEOR has seen significant changes, improvements and 
research activities in recent years. The primary mechanism for 
its implementation continues to be wettability modification. 

• EEOR has its limitations and challenges. In addition to the 
limited research, applications, and publication, not every oil 
well is a good candidate. Pre-treatment study is critical.

• Gas wells, or wells that are producing a significant fraction 
of gas, have shown poor results in GreenZyme™ treatments. 

• Wells with high water cuts (> 80%) are also not advisable, 
as they lead to a much higher loss of injected enzyme out of 
the wellbore due to increased solubility of the enzyme and less 
wettability interaction. 

• Studies suggest that EEOR is more successful in wells with 
certain mineral characteristic, particular those of calcite. Tight 
formation imposes more restrictions to EEOR. More research is 
needed.

• With the increased data and cases from lab and field 
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projects, more efforts are required to digest details of reservoir 
conditions, and their impact on the EEOR performance, with 
the ultimate goal of establishing quantitative correlations, for 
reservoir modeling.

• Due to its interdisciplinary feature, EEOR project will 
be better conducted via collaborations among experts in 
biotechnology, chemistry, geology and petroleum engineering. 
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